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Customizable Wall Art 
Designed by You, A Snap to Install 

When the entertainment industry halted, this group of live event designers came 
up with a new idea 

 
Lititz, PA – A new form of wall art is making noise in the design industry. Spacekit, a modular, 
customizable wall art system inspired by event entertainment design, is now available to 
homeowners and the design industry.  
 
The Spacekit system allows art lovers to easily change, reconfigure and move their custom art 
from room to room, and home to home. Select from curated packages created by the Spacekit 
designers or customize your own through a configurator where consumers and designers can 
pick the colors, finishes, size and configuration of their art piece. And installation is a snap, 
literally - watch how easy it is to install Spacekit. 
The self-contained Spacekit framing system contains no-hassle hardware hung with Command® 

Strips from 3M for no-wall-damage-installation. The system can be also be hung with screws for 
permanent installation of the textured art panels. Sustainable design extends all the way to 
how we ship the Spacekit system, and even includes all the installation hardware needed and 
integrated bubble levels to take the guesswork out of hanging.  

-more- 



 
 
The system’s art panels are available in 25 cm (9.8”) or 50 cm (19.7”) frames (as well as custom 
sizes upon request) and can be hung in multiple configurations and layouts to create a wide 
variety of patterns and looks. Panels can be mounted as one large seamless art piece or spaced 
out with the included 2” and 4” 
measuring spacers. Available to ship 
anywhere in the U.S. with international 
shipping available soon. 
 
While the finished work displays 
beautiful design, the system is the real 
innovation. Made from upcycled rice 
hulls, components of the art panel are 
cut from a single sheet of this 100% tree-
free, wood alternative using Spacekit’s 
in-house CNC machine. As a zero-waste 
manufacturing process, leftover material 
from the facility goes back to the 
material producers to be repurposed into new materials. Learn more about the materials and 
thoughtful manufacturing of Spacekit. 
 
Spacekit was an idea created and cultivated during the COVID-19 pandemic by a team of event 
and entertainment industry designers. The designers at ATOMIC were forced to hit ‘pause’ on 
the work they’re used to - like creating stages for the Oscars, and MTV, or experiential retail 
environments for Nike. The team, which has more than 25 years of creative practice, then 
pivoted their experience, creative design and modular, configurable products into art for 
residential and commercial application. 
 
For more information, or to get started designing your own Spacekit, visit: www.spacekit.co  
 
About Spacekit 
Headquartered in Pennsylvania, Spacekit is a home décor company offering beautiful, modular, 
customizable wall art made from sustainable materials with a zero-waste, made-to-order 
manufacturing process. Spacekit is the creation of a group of live event professionals who have 
designed and built for clients such as iHeartRadio, MTV and Nike. 
Spacekit - Designed by you. A snap to install. www.spacekit.co. 
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